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Tapestry in Action (In Action series)Manning Publications, 2004
The creator of Tapestry details how to use this new framework's components to create rich web-based GUIs using links, images, and HTML forms. The challenges of web application development are discussed, such as managing server-side state properly, application localization, and maintaining synchronization between the client web browser and the...

		

iBatis in ActionManning Publications, 2007
iBATIS in Action teaches Java developers and architects how to use the iBATIS framework to map relational databases to object-oriented programs. Written by the creator of iBATIS, this practical book presents patterns and solutions that readers can apply immediately.
 iBATIS in Action shows Java developers how to tackle the...


		

Lucene in Action (In Action series)Manning Publications, 2004
Lucene is a gem in the open-source world‹-a highly scalable, fast search engine. It delivers performance and is disarmingly easy to use. Lucene in Action is the authoritative guide to Lucene. It describes how to index your data, including types you definitely need to know such as MS Word, PDF, HTML, and XML. It introduces you...






		

XDoclet in Action (In Action series)Manning Publications, 2003
A guide to the new XDoclet development tool that eliminates programming busy work by automatically generating code and other deployment artifacts, this book enables developers who place metadata in a single source code file to use XDoclet to generate additional source code and other files that are required in a project. Both smaller code...


		

Graphics Programming with PerlManning Publications, 2002
A reference and introduction to graphics programming with Perl and Perl modules that includes simple graphics recipes and techniques for designing flexible graphics software.

Welcome to Graphics Programming with Perl. When Manning Publications contacted me to assess my interest in writing a book about graphics programming for the Perl...

		

Ruby for Rails: Ruby Techniques for Rails DevelopersManning Publications, 2006
-The word is out: with Ruby on Rails you can build powerful Web applications easily and quickly! And just like the Rails framework itself, Rails applications are Ruby programs. That means you can't tap into the full power of Rails unless you master the Ruby language.
 Ruby for Rails, written by Ruby expert David Black (with a...






		

Groovy in ActionManning Publications, 2007
Groovy, the brand-new language for the Java platform, brings to Java many of the features that have made Ruby popular. Groovy in Action is a comprehensive guide to Groovy programming, introducing Java developers to the new dynamic features that Groovy provides.  To bring you Groovy in Action, Manning again went to the source by...

		

Technology Paradise Lost: Why Companies Will Spend Less to Get More from Information TechnologyManning Publications, 2004
Debunking many of today’s myths about the future prospects and growth of information technology, this book uses a variety of well-accepted economic, technological, and market data to come to the contrary conclusion that IT is poised to shrink and not grow. Discussed is how this conclusion does not imply that companies will slow their use...


		

The JDK 1.4 TutorialManning Publications, 2002
With the significant changes made to the new release of Java Development Kit (JDK), this book will act as tutorial for programmers who need to make use of he new features now. Each new or updated package or feature is given a theoretical introduction, including a discussion of the role of the package or feature within the larger Java platform....





		

SQR in PeopleSoft and Other Applications Second Edition: PeopleSoft v.8Manning Publications, 2003
SQR in PeopleSoft and Other Applications fills a big gap in the enterprise computing marketplace. For starters, this book explains (beginning from near zero) how to program with Structured Query Report Writer (SQR). It discusses the peculiarities of writing SQR software to interact with PeopleSoft databases. Readers are shown how to...

		

Minimal Perl: For UNIX and Linux PeopleManning Publications, 2006
No-nonsense and practical, yet with wit and charm. A joy to read."
 -Dan Sanderson, Software Developer, Amazon.com
 "Shows style, not just facts-valuable."
 -Brian Downs, former Training Director, Lucent Technologies 

 "Brilliant, never tedious-highly recommended!"
 -Jon Allen, Maintainer of...


		

SWT/JFace in Action: GUI Design with Eclipse 3.0Manning Publications, 2004
Covering Eclipse's new capability for building graphical user interfaces with version 3.0, the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) and JFace, this guide demonstrates how these award-winning tools have received broad support for creating desktop applications. Theory and practical examples reveal how to build GUIs that combine the look and feel of...
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